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Some predecessors reconstructed the Proto Western Nilotic (PWN) or Proto Nilotic (PN) 
consonant system with stops based on the phonemic contrasts at five points of articulation. They 
assumed that the contrastive opposition between dental and alveolar stops had existed in PWN, 
without submitting evidence to support their reconstruction. In fact, the distinction between 
dental and alveolar plosives did not exist in PWN. The reconstructed dental-alveolar phonemes 
{such as a voiceless and voiced plosive, and a nasal) had been pronounced phonetically as a dental 
before a [ -ATR] vowel and as an alveolar before a [ +ATR] vowel in PWN. The reconstructed 
dental-alveolar phonemes split into independent dental and alveolar phonemes in the course of 
the development of modern languages. PN did not have the contrastive opposition between 
dental and alveolar consonants, either. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Nilotic languages, which are spoken in East Mrica, South Sudan, Ethiopia, Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania, 
and Congo, are a group of languages that originated from a common ancestor language. They are 
classified into three groups: Western, Eastern, and Southern Nilotic. Western Nilotic (WN) lan
guages are divided into three subgroups: North Nilotic (NN), Dinka-Atout-Nuer (DAN), and Lwo. 
Lwo languages are subdivided into Northern Lwo (NL) and Southern Lwo (SL).<l) 

Burun and Mabaan belong to NN; Dinka, Atout, and Nuer to DAN; Anywa, Shilluk,Jur, Thuri, 
Pari, and Bor Belanda to NL; and Luo, Acooli, Alur, Lango, Kumam, and Adhola to SL. We will 
discuss dental and alveolar consonants in WN by using the data on Nuer {Kiggen 1948, Huffman 
1929), Dinka {Nebel 1954), Anywa {Reh 1999), Shilluk {Heasty 1937), Luo (Tucker 1994), and 
Acooli (Blackings 2009, Crazzolara 1938). We do not have enough data on NN to discuss this con
sonant system. 

Dimmendaal reconstructed the Proto Nilotic {PN) consonant system to consist of stops based on 
phonemic contrasts at five points of articulation: bilabial, dental, alveolar, palatal, and velar. In par
ticular, he proposed that PN consonant system contained the phonemic contrast between dental and 
alveolar stops (Dimmendaal1988: 7).(2) Eastern and Southern Nilotic languages have a consonant 
system with plosives contrasting at four points of articulation, and do not have the contrastive oppo
sition between dental and alveolar plosives, while modern WN languages-except for some SL lan
guages such as Acooli, Kumam, and Lango-have a consonant system with plosives contrasting at 
five points of articulation. The modern languages have the contrastive opposition between dental and 
alveolar plosives. Dimmendaal (1988: 7-11) and other scholars reconstructed the Proto Western 
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Nilotic (PWN) consonant system containing dental and alveolar plosive phonemes, without submit
ting evidence to support this reconstruction (Hall & Hall 1996: 153-4, Reh 1997 (included in 
Rottland 1997: 139-173)). Therefore, the conclusion that PWN contained dental and alveolar plo
sive contrasts is premature. In fact, it is not easy to reconstruct dental and alveolar plosives in PWN. 
For example, the Dinka alveolar It/ corresponds to the Anywa, Shilluk, and Luo dental It/ in some 
cases: Dinka tim "tree, wood," Anywa t,im "savanna," Shilluk t,im "forest, woods," and Luo l,im "wilds, 
jungle." The Dinka and Anywa dental lr/ corresponds to the Luo alveolar It/ in other cases: Dinka 
(Malual) t,iin "small," Anywa /,ilfl "small," and Luo ttn "small." Dimmendaal (1988: 42) reconstructed 
a dental stop •t, in the initial position of PN form *t,im "forest." If one grants that Dimmendaal's 
reconstruction of the dental stop in the former correspondence is correct, does she or he reconstruct 
a dental stop in the latter correspondence? Otherwise, does she or he reconstruct an alveolar stop? 

In the following section, I will show that dental and alveolar plosives and nasal consonants in cog
nate sets exist partially in supplementary distributions. We will get glimpse of the PWN consonant 
system from the biased distributions of the dental and alveolar consonants in the cognate sets. I argue 
that the contrastive opposition between dental and alveolar consonants did not exist in PWN. I also 
argue that reconstruction of the PWN consonant system with plosive and nasal consonants contrast
ing at four points of articulation solves some of the problems in diachronic and synchronic studies of 
Nilotic languages. 

In the case of diachronic studies, when we admit a hypothesis that phonemic contrast between 
dental and alveolar consonants did not exist in PWN, we have not to consider that Eastern and 
Southern languages may have lost this contrastive opposition reconstructed in the PN consonant 
system. The PN consonant system with plosives contrasting at five points of articulation is recon
structed standing on WN consonant systems contrasting at five points of articulation. In fact, the 
contrastive opposition between dental and alveolar consonants did not exist in the PN consonant 
system because it did not exist in the PWN consonant system. 

Study of the verbal morphology ofWN confronts us with a dilemma. In NL such as Shilluk and 
Anywa, the qualitative form of a verb is derived from its applicative form by changing the stem vowel. <3> 

There is no morphological change of consonants in the stem initial position. However, the Anywa 
applicative form J.al [ -ATR] "to cook" has the qualitative counterpart tiedo [ +ATR] "to do cooking." 
In Anywa, the applicative form "to cook" has a dental voiceless plosive lr/, while the qualitative coun
terpart has an alveolar voiceless plosive It/ in the initial position. How do we explain this irregularity? 
The qualitative form is suppletive synchronically, though I will demonstrate later that the qualitative 
form was derived regularly from the applicative form in the proto-language. 

There is a similar example in Dinka morphology. The Dinka noun tiet [ +ATR] "witchdoctor" may 
be derived by nominalization from the verb /,EE/. [ -ATR] "to bewitch." The noun begins with an 
alveolar voiceless plosive It!, while the verb begins with a dental voiceless plosive lr.J. The alternation 
of consonants in the initial position is irregular synchronically, because there is no morphological 
change of consonants in the stem initial position when nominal forms are derived from verbs in 
Dinka. We will see that this irregularity is a relic of the regular phonetic representations of the recon
structed dental-alveolar voiceless plosive in the proto-language. 

Finally, some modern WN languages show "consonant harmony," in which alveolar consonants do 
not co-occur with dental ones within a stem (Reh 1996: 58). A fundamental explanation for "conso
nant harmony" results from reconstruction of the consonant system with consonants contrasting at 
four points of articulation. 

In section 2, I will discuss the distribution of dental and alveolar plosive and nasal consonants in 
cognate sets within WN modern languages. I will this distribution in morphology in section 3. I will 
discuss "consonant harmony" in section 4. 
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2.DISTRIBUTIONOFDENTALANDALVEOLARCONSONANTS 

There is synchronically contrastive opposition between dental and alveolar plosives in modern WN 
languages, except in the cases of SL languages such as Acooli, Kumam, and Lango. We can find out 
minimum pairs that demonstrate this contrastive opposition, as follows: t,aac [ -ATR] "to sit with 
crossed legs" vs. taac [ -ATR] "to smooth;' rfak [ -ATR] "boys" vs. dak [ -ATR] "not to suffice" in 
Dinka, t,ck [ -ATR] "to cook for a feast as a wedding feast" vs. tck [ -ATR] "strong," rfoy [ +ATR] 
"basket made of coarse grass" vs. dol) [ +ATR] "to stay" in Shilluk, t,oo [ +ATR] "tree species" vs. too 
[+ATR] "to do squeezing," {/ooiJ [+ATR] "to box sb's ear"vs. dooiJ [+ATR] "to remain" in Anywa, and 
t,im [ +ATR] "wilds,jungle"vs. tf'm [ +ATR] "team," fi;;k [ -ATR] "mouth"vs. d;;k [ -ATR] "to go back" 
in Luo.C4> 

I will discuss the distribution of dental and alveolar plosives in stem initial positions, because con
sonants are not changed by morphological derivations in these positions. Stem final is not an appro
priate position for discussing the distribution of consonants without analyzing morphology, because 
stem final consonants are frequendy altered in the process of morphological derivations. For example, 
when a qualitative form is derived from an applicative form of a verb ending with a lateral /1/ in the 
stem, the lateral /11 is altered to an alveolar voiced plosive /d/ in Anywa: t,al [ -ATR] "to cook sth." 
(applicative) > teedo [ +ATR] "to do cooking" (qualitative). 

Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 contain sets of cognates beginning with a dental or alveolar voiceless plosive, 
followed by high front vowels, mid-front vowels, low vowels, mid-back vowels, and high back vowels, 
respectively. Tables 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 contain sets of cognates beginning with a dental or alveolar 
voiced plosive, followed by high front vowels, mid-front vowels, low vowels, mid-back vowels, and 
high back vowels, respectively. Table 13 contains a set of cognates beginning with a dental or alveolar 
nasal in the stem. 

Most WN languages have ten vowels, divided into two categories, [-Advanced Tongue Root] and 
[+Advanced Tongue Root]: [ -ATR] 1, E, a, :>, u and [ +ATR] i, e, a, o, u. The [ATR] categories are 
described tentatively for all vowels in the tables, though the description of [ATR] categories is not 
clear in Dinka, Nuer, and Shilluk. 

Table 1. Dental and alveolar voiceless plosives before a high front vowel 

Dinka Anywa Luo 

Nuer Shilluk Acooli 

forest, bush<5> tim [ +] ~im [+] J.im [+] 

~Im [-] tiim [ +] 

shadow, shade<6> atiep [ +] tipo [+] tip6 [ +] 

tieb [ +] tipo [+] tipfu [ +] 

spoon, shell tlal [-] apaal [-] 

pal [-] 

small J.iin [ +] ~iiQ [-] trn [-] 

tldl [-] 

to take wife J.IEEk (-) l.}'Ek [-] "wedding" 

hide J.Ian [-] pien [ +] pien [+] 

pyen [-] pien [ +] 
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Table 2. Dental and alveolar voiceless plosives before a mid-front vowel 

Dinka Anywa Luo 

Nuer Shilluk Acooli 
to shake<7) teiJ - tieiJ [ +] jiu.J [ +] tEIJ~ (-] 

tiiJtiiJ [ +] "shiver 
, 

yeiJo [+] 

witchdoctor tiet[ +] ja~eJ. [+] 
tiet[+] taal[-1 "witchcraft" 

to bewitch J,EEJ, (-] ~eJ, [+] 

tyeeJ, [ +] taal [-] 
dew<8> J,ec- J.ac [ +] J,6oi [ +] J,o [+] 

J.ac [-] J.OC ( +] t6y6 [+] 

evening J.El (-] wiJ,ieQ(o) [ +] otien6 [ +] "night" 

~aiJ [-] ~eQO [+] otyeenu [+] 

to test J.Em [-] 

tam[+] td:mo [+] 

Table 3. Dental and alveolar voiceless plosives before a low vowel 

Dinka An~ Luo 

Nuer Shilluk Acooli 

spleen tak [+] taa [-] 

tak [-] otak [+] 

tobacco tap [-] aJ,aba [ -] 

tap [-] aJ,abo [-] toba [ +] 

to cook19> J,al [-] J.aal [-] J,~b [-] "to roast" 

J,al [-] t.al [-] teed[+] 

bottom t.ar [-] J,aw [-] piEr [-] 

J.ar [-] J,ar [-] tErrEE (-] 

to press J.aJl [-] J.EIJ [-] "to force sth. 
on sb." 

twajl [-] 

Table 4. Dental and alveolar voiceless plosives before a mid-back vowel 

Dinka An~a Luo 

Nuer Shilluk Acooli 

spear00> t~IJ [-] t~IJ [-] t5IJ [-] 

t~IJ [-] t55IJ [-] 

to forge J.::>~J. - J,aJ,[-] J.aaJ. [+] J.edo [+] 

tadhE [-] J,aJ. [-] teto [ + 1 
male111> J.~n [-] J.U~Q [-] J.O::>n [-] 

J,~Q [-] tw::>:ln [ -] 

temple112> J,ooiJ [ +] J.aaiJ:l [ + 1 teiJg [ +] "side" 

J,aaiJ [-] "cheek"03> J.aiJO [-) tenge [ +] "side" 

to finish J,ok [+] tJEb [+) 

J,uk [+] tyek [ +] 
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Table 5. Dental and alveolar voiceless plosives before a high back vowel 

Dinka Anywa Luo 

Nuer Shilluk Acooli 

horn0 4
> tul] [ +] tUUIJ ( +] nl"IJ [ +] 

tul] [ +] tui]O ( +] tUUIJ ( +] 

pus05l tut [ +] tuut[+] tUtU [ +] 

tut [ +] ruut [ +] 

to play ~EEC (-] ruuk [+] tugo [+] 

tuk[+] ruuk [+] 

breast<16
> ~uin [ +] (Malual) ~ilQo [+] J.uno [+] 

J.In [-] J.IQI (-) runo [ +] 

mucus a~uor [+] J.uupe [ +] :>J.ip5 [-] 

J.uip [ +] 

Table 6. Correspondences of dental and alveolar voiceless plosives 

DAN Northern Lwo Luo examples Tables Notes 

J. ~ J. "to take wife" Table 1 Not found in Luo 
"dew " Table 2 
"to cook" Table 3 
"to forge" Table 4 
"mucus" Table 5 

~ ~ t "small" Table 1 
" evening " Table 2 
"bottom" Table 3 Not determined in Luo 
"temple" Table 4 

~ t ~ not exist 

J. t t "to test" Table 2 Not found in Luo 
"to play" Table 5 

t J. J. "forest" Table 1 

t J. t "tobacco" Table 3 

t t J. not exist 

t t t "shadow" Table 1 
"to shake" Table 2 Not found in Anyw 
"spleen" Table 3 Not found in Luo 
"spear" Table 4 
"horn" Table 5 
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Table 7. Dental and alveolar voiced plosives before a high front vowel 

Dinka Anywa Luo 

Nuer Shilluk Acooli 
threeUn diak [+] adak [ +] ade'k [+] 

diok [ +] adak[+] adeek [+] 

to want d1rt [-] (auxiliary) dwa{ro) [-] 

dwato [-] dwaaci [-] 

big dit[+] dtt [+] 

diid [+] dfit [ +] 

five d•rc [-] abiic [+] abfc [+] 

diec [+] abic [ +] abfic [ +] 

termite dJEI (-] biey[+] biye [ +] 

hi [ +] 

to filter, strain diim [+] 

diimr [+] dim [ +] "strainer" 

to benumbus> diir[ +] 

dil [ +] dd [-] diiiJ [ +] "numb" 

Table 8. Dental and alveolar voiced plosives before a mid-front vowel 

Dinka Anywa Luo 

Nuer Shilluk Acooli 

skin del[+] deel [ +] del [ +] "body" 

del[+] dyeel [+] 

to drink dek [+] di:rk [-] "soup" drk [-] "stew" 

dekdek [+]"thick {as soup)" d£rk [-] "stew" 

glory QEIJ [-) 

dwUIJ [+] 
cow<t9l WEI)(-) diaiJ [-] QlaiJ [-] 

QYaiJ [-] dyaat.J [-] 

Table 9. Dental and alveolar voiced plosives before a low vowel 

Dinka Anywa Luo 

Nuer Shilluk Acooli 

to scold daac [-] 

dar [ +] 

to move away yak[-] dak [-] 

dag [-] diir [+]"to move" 

person<20> raan [-] daan5 [-] dan5 [-] 

raan [-] dau:> [-] dan6:, [-] 

woman daag6 [-] dak5 [-] 

dac:> [-] dak6o [-J 
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Table 10. Dental and alveolar voiced plosives before a mid-back vowel 

Dinka Anywa Luo 

Nuer Shilluk Acooli 

to remain dol) [ +] dooiJ [ +] dol)[+] 

dol,e [ +] dol) [ +] dooiJ [ +] 

voice rol [ +] duol [-] dwol [-] 

rool [ +] "throat" dw66n [+] 

goat<21> boor [ +] {Pan Ruu) did [-] did[-] 

deel [-] dyd [-] dye€1 [-] 

to be tired jjor[+] ol [+] 

dar [-]"very tired" ool [ +] "to exhaust" 

Table 11. Dental and alveolar voiced plosives before a high back vowel 

Dinka Anywa Luo 

Nuer Shilluk Acooli 

to be poor bur - ayur [ +] Qier [ +] 

abu [+] 

gourd with carving unit aduok [ +] "large bowl" abu [ +] "gourd" 

ajjuki [ +] 

blister buot [ +] 

duol, [-] Qfl, [-] {verb) 

to return<22> duk [+] d~ok [-] dok [-] "to go back" 

dok [-] d~ok [-] 

Table 12. Correspondences of dental and alveolar voiced plosives 

DAN Northern Lwo Luo examples Tables Notes 

Q Q Q "cow 
, 

Table 8 Not determined in DAN 
"person" Table 9 Not determined in DAN 
"to be tired" Table 10 Not found in Luo 

Q Q d "to benumb" Table 7 Not found in Luo 
"blister" Table 11 Irregular in Nuer 

Q d Q not exist 

Q d d "to return" Table 11 

d Q Q Not found 

d Q d "gourd" Table 11 Not determined in Luo 

d d Q not exist 

d d d "three" Table 7 
"skin" Table 8 
"to scold" Table 9 Not found in Luo 
"to remain" Table 10 
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Table 13. Dental and alveolar nasals 

Dinka Anywa Luo 

Nuer Shilluk Acooli 

to sleep<23> niin [+] mnd:~ [-] 

niim: [+] nino [ +] ninno [+] 
testicle piaan [-] maal:> [-] 

pian[-] man:~[-] maan [-] 

sky, up pial [ -] maal [-] malo [ +] "up" 

pial [ +] mal[-] mal:) [-] "up" 

to pinch 

piEd£[-] IJWEt [-) 

to kill nak [+] nak [+] nego [+] 
nayE [-] nak [+] neek [+] 

face, front porn [ +] "front" ]lim [ +] "front" Jlf'm [+] 
piam [-] jliim [ +] 

There are cognates in the tables that have a bilabial voiceless plosive lpl, a voiced plosive lbl, or a 
nasal lrnl in the stem initial position. The bilabial plosives lpl and lbl {and sometimes bilabial 
approximant lwl), and the nasal lrnl correspond to the dental or alveolar plosives It/ or It!, IQI or ldl, 
and nasal lui or In! respectively, within WN languages. For example, the dental voiceless plosive It/ 
of Dinka /,Ian [-ATR] "hide" corresponds to the bilabial voiceless plosive I pi of Shilluk pyen [-ATR] 
"hide" or Luo pien [+ATR] "hide." The alveolar voiceless plosive It! ofDinka !Ial [-ATR] "spoon, 
shell" corresponds to the bilabial voiceless plosive I pi of Anywa apaal [ -ATR] "spoon, shell" or Shilluk 
pal [ -ATR] "spoon, shell." The dental voiced plosive IQI of Shilluk dyal) [ -ATR] "cow" or Luo (/IaiJ 
[ -ATR] "cow" corresponds to the bilabial approximant lwl of Dinka wei) [ -ATR] "cow."(24> 

Furthermore, the dental nasal lp/ ofDinka IJiaan [ -ATR] "testicle" corresponds to the bilabial nasal 
lrnl of Shilluk man:J [ -ATR] "testicle." The PWN dental-alveolar *t, *d, and *n might have been 
altered to a bilabial I pi, lbl, and lrnl followed by a diphthong 1alia or IEiie {sometimes written as yal 
ya or ydye) respectively. The alternation of a dental-alveolar consonant into a bilabial one might have 
accompanied monophthongization of a diphthong. Elucidation of how this process occurred is an 
aim of future research.(25> Here, I focus on the reconstruction ofPWN dental-alveolar consonants. 

Various combinations of corresponding dental and alveolar plosives are observed, with some excep
tions, as summarized in Table 6 and 12. The exceptions are as follows. There is no cognate set in 
which NL {Anywa and Shilluk) It! and ldl correspond to SL {Luo) It/ and IQI respectively in the 
stem initial position: DAN t,: NL t: SL t,, DAN t: NL t: SL t,in Table 6, and DAN Q: NL d: SL Q, 
DAN d: NL d: SL Q in Table 12. 

The cognate sets in Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 do not provide clear evidence that dental 
and alveolar plosives originated from single phonemes. Nevertheless, I would like to propose that the 
single phonemes split into independent dental and alveolar plosive phonemes. In the cognate sets, 
there is not a sufficient evidence to prove that the split is conditioned by height or front/back features 
of the following vowels, as the correspondences listed in Table 6 and 12 happen before vowels of 
various heights and front/back features. 

When we compare DAN, NL, and SL cognates in the tables more precisely, we notice possible 
environments under which the aforementioned split may have occurred. These environments are not 
specified clearly, but there is an obscure tendency for dental and alveolar plosives to appear in par
ticular environments in WN modern languages. 

As has been mentioned, most WN languages have ten vowels, divided into two categories: [-Advanced 
Tongue Root] and [+Advanced Tongue Root]. The tendency is for dental plosives to appear before 
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vowels of [ -ATR], while alveolar ones appear before vowels of [ +ATR]. The fundamental phonetic 
explanation for the relationship between the consonants and [ATR] vowel distinctions is beyond of 
the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, this observation may provide a new perspective from which to 
resolve the characteristics of [ATR] categories in WN. For example, Dinka /,leek "to take wife" has a 
dental voiceless lr./ followed by a high front vowel of [ -ATR] hi and Dinka tim "forest" has an 
alveolar voiceless It! followed by a high front vowel of [ +ATR] Iii (see Table 1). Anywa t.yek "wed
ding ceremony" has a dental voiceless It/ followed by a diphthong of [ -ATR] lyE! and Anywa tipo 
"shade" has an alveolar voiceless It/ followed by a high front vowel of [ +ATR] Iii (see Table 1). Luo 
t,:Jb "to roast" has a dental voiceless lr./ followed by a mid-back vowel of[ -ATR] /'J/ (see Table 3) and 
Luo tzpo"shade" has an alveolar voiceless It! followed by a high front vowel of [ +ATR] Iii (see Table 
1). 

The same tendency is observed in dental and alveolar voiced plosives. For example, Dinka rfiec 
"five" has a dental voiced ldl followed by a diphthong of [ -ATR] hE! and Dinka diak "three" has an 
alveolar voiced /d./ followed by a diphthong of [ +ATR] lia/ (see Table 7). Anywa flia1) "cow" has a 
dental voiced ldl followed by a diphthong of [ -ATR] hal (see Table 8) and Anywa adak "three" has 
an alveolar voiced /d./ followed by a low vowel of [ +ATR] /a/ (see Table 7). Luo fiiaiJ "cow" has a 
dental voiced ldl followed by a diphthong of [ -ATR] hal and Luo del"body" has an alveolar voiced 
ldl followed by a mid-front vowel of [ +ATR] lei (see Table 8). 

As I proposed, the PWN dental-alveolar plosives *t and *d may have become the bilabial plosives 
/pi and /b/ (respectively) before diphthongs. PWN dental-alveolar plosives may split into indepen
dent dental and alveolar phonemes, as I discuss later. It is not easy to determine whether the bilabial 
plosives /pi and lbl originated from the reconstructed dental-alveolar *t and *d before the split, or 
from the dental or alveolar plosive phonemes after the split, however. In fact, the bilabial plosives 
originating from the PWN dental-alveolar plosives *t or *d appear either before a [ -ATR] or a 
[ +ATR] vowel. They are distributed freely from the tendency discussed above. 

Furthermore, a trill /r/ corresponds to a dental or alveolar voiced plosive in some cognate sets. For 
example, Dinak raim [ -ATR] "person" is cognate with Shilluk rfafp [ -ATR] "person" and Luo rfdn5 
[ -ATR] "person." PWN dental-alveolar voiced plosives presumably altered into trills under unknown 
conditions. <26

> 

Regrettably, there are many exceptions to aforementioned tendency. For example, Anywa t,im 
"forest" and Luo t,im "forest" have a dental voiceless lr./ in the initial position, though it is followed by 
a high front vowel of [ +ATR], /il, {see Table 1). On the other hand, Dinka tial"spoon, shell" or Luo 
trn "small" has an alveolar voiceless It! in the initial position, though it is followed by a diphthong or 
a high front vowel of[ -ATR] hal, III (see Table 1). Dinka rfiim "to filter" or Luo flier"to be poor" has 
a dental voiced ldl in its initial position, though it is followed by a front high vowel or a diphthong 
of [ +ATR] Iii, lie/ (see Tables 7, 11 ). On the other hand, Dinka diet "to want" {auxiliary verb) or Luo 
dek "stew" have an alveolar voiced /d./ in the initial position, though it is followed by a diphthong or 
a mid-front vowel of [ -ATR] vowel lie/, lEI (see Tables 7, 8). The distribution of dental and alveolar 
plosives does not give reliable evidence to support the assertion that these plosives originate from 
single phonemes. 

Table 13 contains a cognate set of lexical items that have dental or alveolar nasals in stem initial 
positions. There are a few lexical items in WN that begin with a dental nasal lv.l. Around ten lexical 
items are recorded in Dinka, four in Shilluk, and only one in Anywa. There is no contrastive opposi
tion between dental and alveolar nasals in SL. 

It is difficult to find cognates beginning with dental or alveolar nasals in stem initial positions. 
However, from simple comparison in Table 13 we can note the tendency of dental nasals to be fol
lowed by [ -ATR] vowels, and of alveolar nasals to be followed by [ +ATR] vowels. Furthermore, a 
dental nasal lv.l in Dinka or Nuer sometimes corresponds to a palatal nasal /]1/, or a velar nasal lrjl in 
Anywa, Shilluk, Luo, and Acooli: Dinka f!Om (plural t:~iim) "front," Shilluk)1im "front," and Nuer QIEde 
"to pinch," Shilluk IJWEt "to pinch." PWN dental-alveolar nasals might have been unstable and 
shifted drastically according to their following vowels. 
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In summary, there is a tendency for dental consonants to be followed by [ -ATR] vowels and 
alveolar consonants to be followed by [ +ATR] vowels. 

3. DISTRIBUTIONS OF DENTAL AND ALVEOLAR PLOSIVES IN MORPHOLOGY 

The distributions of dental and alveolar consonants do not provide conclusive evidence that contras
tive opposition between dental and alveolar consonants did not exist in PWN. However, irregulari
ties in the verbal morphology of NL languages give us foundations to discuss the distribution of 
dental and alveolar voiceless plosives. 

For example, a patient-deleting derivation turns bivalent transitive verbs into monovalent ones in 
Anywa (Reh 1996: 220). Bivalent transitive forms are called applicative, and derived monovalent 
forms qualitative. <27) Qyalitative forms are derived from applicative ones in the verbal morphology as 
follows. 

A stem vowel of [ -ATR] in applicative forms becomes a vowel of [ +ATR] in its qualitative coun
terparts, while a stem vowel of[ +ATR] in applicative forms remains a vowel of[ +ATR] in its qualita
tive counterparts: I)Jt [ -ATR] "to cut sth." (applicative) > 1Jildo [ +ATR] "to do cutting" (qualitative), 
bil [ +ATR] "to soak sth." (applicative) > bido [ +ATR] "to do soaking" (qualitative). With the excep
tion of liquids, a stem final consonant in applicative forms remains the same in its qualitative coun
terparts. A liquid in applicative forms becomes a dental or alveolar voiced plosive in qualitative ones: 
geer [ -ATR] "to build sth." (applicative) > geedo [ +ATR] "to do building" (qualitative), I,:Jr [-ATR] 
"to raise ground level" (applicative) > J.udo [ +ATR] "to do raising" (qualitative) (Reh 1996: 222-4).<28> 

A stem initial consonant in applicative forms remains unchanged in its qualitative counterparts 
with one exception. Only one irregular qualitative form is recorded in Anywa: J.aal [ -ATR] "to cook 
sth." (applicative) > tledo [ +ATR] "to do cooking" (qualitative) (Reh 1996: 226). The applicative form 
has a dental voiceless plosive ft./, while the qualitative counterpart has an alveolar voiceless plosive It! 
in the stem initial position. 

Shilluk has a similar verbal morphology as Anywa. A stem vowel of [ -ATR] in applicative forms 
becomes a [ +ATR] vowel in its qualitative counterparts, while a stem vowel of [ +ATR] in applicative 
forms remain a [ +ATR] vowel in qualitative counterparts. A stem final consonant in applicative 
forms remains the same in qualitative forms with the exception of liquids. A stem initial consonant 
in applicative forms remains unchanged in qualitative forms with one exception (Kohnen 1933: 124-
7). In Shilluk, one irregular qualitative form is recorded: l,al [ -ATR] "to cook" (applicative) > tado 
[ +ATR] "to do cooking" (qualitative).<29

> 

This irregularity in Anywa and Shilluk verbal morphology can be explained as follows. The appli
cative form has a stem vowel of[ -ATR], while the qualitative counterpart has a stem vowel of[ +ATR] 
in the verbal derivation. As we observed in the previous section, dental plosives usually appear before 
[ -ATR] vowels and alveolar plosives usually appear before [ +ATR] vowels. The dental voiceless plo
sive of the applicative form and the alveolar voiceless plosive of the qualitative form in the stem initial 
position of the verb "to cook" conform to the environments in which dental and alveolar plosives 
appear. 

From the above fact, we come to the following conclusion. The qualitative form of the verb "to 
cook" historically had the same consonant as the one the applicative form had in the stem initial posi
tion. This consonant phoneme might have been a voiceless plosive at a dental-alveolar point of 
articulation. The phoneme was pronounced phonetically as dental before a [ -ATR] vowel, and as 
alveolar before a [ +ATR] vowel. 

The reconstructed phoneme split into two phonemes: a dental and an alveolar voiceless plosive 
phoneme. Before the phonemic split, the reconstructed dental-alveolar plosive phoneme was pro
nounced as dental before a [ -ATR] vowel in applicative forms and as alveolar before a [ +ATR] vowel 
in qualitative counterparts. Mter the phonemic split, the dental voiceless plosive phoneme was always 
pronounced as dental before a [-ATR] vowel in applicative forms and even before a [ +ATR] vowel 
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in qualitative forms, such as /,:Jm [ -ATR] "to cut" (applicative) and J.umo [ +ATR] "to do cutting" 
(qualitative) in Anywa. Mter the phonemic split, the alveolar voiceless plosive phoneme was pro
nounced as alveolar even before a [ -ATR] vowel in applicative forms as well as before a [ +ATR] 
vowel in qualitative forms such as tum:J [ -ATR] "to make" (applicative) and timo [ +ATR] "to do 
making" (qualitative) in Anywa. Except for the irregular verb "to cook," dental or alveolar voiceless 
plosive phonemes in the stem initial positions of applicative forms remained the same in their quali
tative counterparts after phonemic splitting.<Jo> 

The applicative and qualitative forms of the irregular verb "to cook" maintained the archaic pho
netic representations of the reconstructed dental-alveolar voiceless plosive phoneme. The phonetic 
dental variant followed by a [ -ATR] vowel became the dental voiceless plosive phoneme It/ in the 
stem initial position of the applicative form, while the phonetic alveolar voiceless plosive followed by 
a [ +ATR] vowel became the alveolar voiceless plosive phoneme It! in the stem initial position of the 
qualitative form. The linguistic change causing phonetic variants of a single phoneme to be phonolo
gized into two independent phonemes occurred in the course of the development of modern lan
guages. Thus, we can reconstruct the dental-alveolar voiceless plosive *tin PWN. The proto phoneme 
*twas pronounced as a dental [lj before a [ -ATR] vowel and as an alveolar [t] before a [ +ATR] 
vowel. 

Dinka has a similar verbal morphology to that of Anywa and Shilluk. However, unlike Anywa and 
Shilluk, Dinka did not maintain an irregular verb with regard to the derivation of qualitative forms. 
A stem vowel of [ -ATR] in applicative forms becomes a [ +ATR] vowel in qualitative ones, while a 
stem vowel of[ +ATR] in applicative forms remains a [ +ATR] vowel in qualitative forms. (Jl) Phonemic 
split of PWN dental-alveolar *t into a dental and an alveolar voiceless plosive occurred in Dinka. 
Mter the split, when an applicative form had a dental voiceless plosive in the stem initial position, the 
dental voiceless plosive remained the same in the qualitative counterpart: t.al [ -ATR] "to cook sth." 
(applicative) > t.at [ +ATR] "to do cooking" (qualitative) (Nebel1948: 25). 

Dinka has similar irregularities to those observed in Anywa and Shilluk. An alveolar voiceless 
plosive It! is followed by a [ +ATR] vowel in the noun tiet "witchdoctor," while a dental voiceless 
plosive It/ is followed by a [ -ATR] vowel in the verb /,eel. "to bewitch." The distribution of dental and 
alveolar voiceless plosives conforms to the phonetic representations of the reconstructed dental
alveolar voiceless plosive *t. The Dinka noun tiet "witchdoctor" might have had the same phoneme in 
the stem initial position as that in the Dinka verb /,eel. [ -ATR] "to bewitch." The agent noun tiet 
[ +ATR] "witchdoctor" might have been derived from the verb /,eel. "to bewitch" by changing a stem 
[ -ATR] vowel to a [ +ATR] one. The alveolar pronunciation occurring before a [ +ATR] vowel was 
phonologized into the alveolar voiceless phoneme in the stem initial position of the agent noun tiet 
[ +ATR] "witchdoctor." The Dinka nominal derivation warrants further research. 

Though we have no morphological evidence, we may reconstruct a dental-alveolar voiced plosive 
and a dental-alveolar nasal phoneme in PWN. The reconstructed dental-alveolar voiced plosive and 
the dental-alveolar nasal consonant might have been pronounced as dental before a [ -ATR] vowel 
and as alveolar before a [ +ATR] vowel. The PWN dental-alveolar voiced plosive phoneme might 
have split into a dental and an alveolar voiced phoneme, and the PWN dental-alveolar nasal might 
have split into a dental and an alveolar nasal phoneme, in the course of development of the modern 
languages. 

PWN dental-alveolar *t *d *n 

' \ ' \ ' \ 

WN dental and alveolar 1 t Q d ll n 

Figure 1. Split ofPWN dental-alveolar consonants 
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Once we reconstruct the PWN dental-alveolar voiceless and voiced plosive, and the dental-alveolar 
nasal, the distribution of dental and alveolar consonants in Tables 1-13 seems to demonstrate archaic 
pronunciations of proto-dental-alveolar phonemes. This distribution shows the kind of vowels that 
followed proto-phonemes. Specifically, it demonstrates which feature of the [ATR] category-nega
tive or positive-the following vowels had. In Table 1, for example, Dinka tim "forest" might have 
been followed by a [ +ATR] vowel in the past, because it has an alveolar voiceless plosive It! in the 
stem initial position. Anywa l,im and Luo t,im "forest" might have been followed by a [ -ATR] vowel 
in the past because they have a dental voiceless plosive ft./ in the stem initial position. Historically, 
the [ -ATR] vowel might have shifted to a [ +ATR] vowel in Anywa and Luo, such that they have 
stem [ +ATR] vowels now. In fact, Shilluk /,Im "forest" has a dental voiceless plosive followed by a [
ATR] vowel. The PWN form *tim "forest" is reconstructed via comparison with Anywa, Shilluk, and 
Luo. Dinka might have had a dental voiceless plosive followed by a [ -ATR] vowel but the [ -ATR] 
vowel might have shifted to a [ +ATR] one in early periods. In Dinka, the proto-dental-alveolar 
voiceless plosive *twas pronounced as an alveolar before a [ +ATR] vowel, and the phonetic represen
tation ofPWN *t before a [ +ATR] vowel was phonologized into the alveolar voiceless phoneme It!. 
Thus, this distribution of dental and alveolar consonants gives preliminary evidence toward clarifYing 
the vowel shift in WN; this is an avenue for future research. 

4. "CONSONANT HARMONY" AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF DENTAL 
AND ALVEOLAR CONSONANTS 

In Anywa, alveolar consonants do not co-occur with dental consonants in the same stem: tuut [ +ATR] 
"pus," /,U:Jfl [ -ATR] "bull." This phenomenon is called "consonant harmony" by Reh (Reh 1996: 58). 
No lexical item in which an alveolar consonant co-occurs with a dental one is recorded in Shilluk: 
toodo [+ATR] "lies," fiafp [-ATR] "person"(Heasty 1937: 30). No lexical item in which an alveolar 
plosive co-occurs with a dental consonant is recorded in Luo: trn [ -ATR] "small," (/:J(/:J [ -ATR] "to 
suckle."<32

> In Luo however, an alveolar nasal co-occurs with a dental consonant; this makes no con
trastive distinction between the dental and alveolar nasals: (/dnj[ -ATR] "person'' (Tucker 1994: 500). 

This phenomenon seems to represent a kind of assimilation, such that a preceding consonant alters 
its point of articulation in harmony with the following one, or vice versa. In fact, this phenomenon is 
due to vowel harmony. In WN, vowels have the same feature of[ATR] in a word. Namely, no [-ATR] 
vowel co-occurs with a [ +ATR] vowel in the same word. In the previous section, I proposed that 
PWN dental-alveolar consonants were pronounced as dental before a [-ATR] vowel, and as alveolar 
before a [ +ATR] vowel. WN languages frequently lost vowels in final positions of words. These lost 
vowels had the same features of [ATR] as did stem vowels, because vowels were subject to vowel 
harmony.<33> For instance, when all vowels were [ -ATR] in a word, all dental-alveolar consonants in 
a word would have been pronounced as dental. On the other hand, when all vowels in a word were 
[ +ATR], all dental-alveolar consonants would have been pronounced as alveolar. This phenomenon, 
called "consonant harmony," is a vestige of an archaic consonant system in PWN. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

I have demonstrated reconstruction of dental-alveolar consonants in the PWN consonant system. 
Although this paper may be an untimely one-given that there is insufficient data about the conso
nant system ofWN languages-it is nonetheless a step in the right direction, toward reconstructing 
the consonant system of PWN. 

In conclusion, no distinction between dental and alveolar consonants existed in PWN. PWN 
dental-alveolar consonants had been pronounced phonetically as dental before a [ -ATR] vowel and 
as alveolar before a [ +ATR] vowel. They split into dental and alveolar consonant phonemes in the 
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course of development of the languages. PN had no contrastive opposition between dental and 
alveolar consonants either. 

NOTES 

(1) The classification ofWN is based on Kohler (1975). 
(2) Dimmendaal (1988: 7) pointed out that the phonemic contrast between voiced dental and alveolar stops 

is less well established in PN. 
(3) According to Tucker (1978: 4), an applicative verb is a transitive one with an expressed or unexpressed 

object, and a qualitative verb is used intransitively (i.e. without an object). 
(4) Contrastive opposition between dental and alveolar nasals is considered to exist in Dinka, Anywa, and 

Shilluk, while this distinction does not exist in Luo. 
(5) Cf. Mabaan teem "tree." A dental It) is written as tin Miller (1999: 101). 
(6) C£ Mabaan (ebjo "shadow." An alveolar It! is written as tin Miller (1999). 
(7) Cf. Mabaan (yeyyo "to shake off" (Miller 1999: 109). 
(8) Cf. Mabaan tyecco "dew" (Miller 1999: 106). 
(9) Cf. Mabaan Iaale "to cook in water" (Miller 1999: 100). 

(10) Cf. Mabaan tway "spear (sg.)" and (waygo "spear (pl.)" (Miller 1999: 105). The singular form might have 
a dental It/ followed by a [ -ATR] vowel, and the plural one an alveolar It! followed by a [ +ATR] vowel in 
initial position. The [ -ATR] category of vowel alters to [ +ATR] in plural formation. 

(11) Cf. Mabaan tuano "cock" (Miller 1999: 104). 
(12) CfMabaan taayc "temple" (Miller 1999: 100). 
(13) Nuer has a variant beginning with an alveolar It/: taay "side of face." 
(14) Cf. Mabaan (uoyo "horn" (Miller 1999: 108). 
(15) Cf. Mabaan (uo(''pus" (Miller 1999: 108). 
(16) Cf. Mabaan tyinnc "breast" (Miller 1999: 106). 
(17) Cf. Mabaan tfoog:J "three." An alveolar ldl is written as t/in Miller (1999: 36) 
(18) Cf. Mabaan di diy "numb." A dental!QI is written as din Miller (1999: 30) 
(19) Cf. Mabaan diayo "cow" {Miller 1999: 30). Dinka lwl originated from PWN *d through *b. 
(20) Cf. Mabaan daano "old man" (Miller 1999: 28). 
(21) Cf. Mabaan t/idlo "goat" {Miller 1999: 35). 
(22) Cf. Mabaan th:Jka "to return" (Miller 1999: 31). 
(23) Cf. Mabaan niin "to sleep." Miller (1999: 81) does not distinguish a dental nasal from an alveolar one. 
(24) The word initial lwl in Dinka is consonantal. A consonantal element always occupies the onset position 

of syllables in Dinka. Dinka words constitute one syllable consisting of CVC, though a few words are 
preceded by a prefix. There is no word beginning with a vowel, except for words with a prefix. 

(25) The historical change ofPWN dental-alveolar consonants to bilabial is as follows. A dental-alveolar con
sonant is characterized with [+coronal], while a bilabial one is characterized with [-coronal]. Vowels 
always contain [-coronal] feature. The [-coronal] feature of a diphthong is assigned to the preceding 
consonant in the process of monophthongization. 

It 

c 
I 

[+cor] 

v 
I 

[-cor] 

a/ 

v 
I 

[-cor] 

lp 

> c 
I \ 

[cor] [-cor] 

(26) This linguistic change is called rhotacism. 

a/ 

v 
I 

[-cor] (cor: coronal) 

(27) Reh (1996) called qualitative forms "detransitivized" forms. I use the terms, applicative and qualitative, 
because the terms are widely known by researchers of Nil otic languages. The term applicative in Nilotic 
studies is different from the same term used in Bantu linguistics. 

(28) "Consonant harmony" is applied to the stem final dental voiced plosive according to Reh. 
(29) Kohnen pointed out that the stem vowel changes as follows. The low vowel in applicative forms becomes 

the low vowel with flat (low) and closed tone in its qualitative counterparts (Kohnen 1933: 124). The low 
vowel in the qualitative form must be [ +ATR], because Kohnen recorded that other [ -ATR] vowels than 
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the low in applicative forms become [ +ATR] in the qualitative forms. 
(30) The initial plosive It/ of Anywa /,:Jm "to cue• originated from the reconstructed *t, which was pronounced 

as dental before a [ -ATR] vowel in PWN. The initial It/ of Anywa tllmJ "to make" originated from the 
reconstructed *t, which was pronounced as alveolar before a [ +ATR] vowel in PWN. Perhaps the dental 
and alveolar plosives were phonologized in Proto-Lwo periods. 

{31) Nebel {1948) called qualitative forms intransitive ones. 
(32) An exceptional lexical item is recorded in Tucker {1994): fi66i "door." This is a compound consisting of fi6k 

"mouth" and 6t "house." 
{33) PWN might have had vowel harmony in its phonology, because all modern languages have vowel har

mony. 
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